A table which was recently published by Livingood and Seaborg2 contains more than 300 unstable nuclei. Among them are 93 which are classified as emitting ,--particles (without positrons) and as belonging either to class A, i.e., isotope and element certain, or at least to class B, i.e., element certain, isotope probable. To these 93 nuclei are to be added about seven more, the discovery of which has been published only since January, 1940.
We may now arrange these unstable #--emitters in series according to their "isotopic number." By the latter the difference N -P or, what amounts to the same, A -2Z is understood where N is the number of neutrons, P of protons, A the mass number and Z the charge number. We shall, however, distinguish between such series for which the charge number is even and such for which the charge number is odd. Table 1 contains all sequences of two or more consecutive ,--emitters of classes A and B; only those #-emitters are omitted for which we know neither a preceding nor a succeeding nucleus (z -2XA -4 or z+2XA+4) belonging to class A or B.
From table 1 we may formulate the general rule that in each sequence the half-value period increases from place to place. Although table 1 contains some 60 nuclei, only four nuclei do not fit into the scheme of this rule, namely ,,Na24 (I = 2), 21Sc4" (I = 6), 28Ni63 (I = 7), perhaps 49In"'2 (I = 14), and finally in the high sequences I = 22 and 36 the nucleus with longer life precedes that with shorter life, in contradiction to the rule.
We find as another rule that those #--emitters for which both indices, i.e., charge and mass numbers, are odd, would be transformed into stable VOL. 26, 1940 nuclei by addition of a proton. The only possible exception to this rule is the 13-emitter s6Cs189;since the barium isotope 56Ba'40 is not known, although it might be suspected for other reasons.4 It might be noteworthy that some regularity reveals itself also in the case of the series I = minus 1, which consists of positron-emitters. As is seen from table 2, the half-value periods decrease monotonically with the charge number up to Si (Na and Al being missing), irrespective whether the charge number is even or odd. 
